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Abstract
Since their discovery as by-products in the phenol-formaldehyde condensation to prepare
bakelites, the calixarenes have gained much attention for their application as both surfactants and
chemoreceptors. The McKervey group has been a leader in the development and synthesis of
new and novel calixarenes for use as ion-complexing agents as well as for use in many other
applications. Many calixarene derivatives prepared by the McKervey group are being used in
both environmental and biomedical monitoring. This review covers both the synthesis and sensor
applications of the various calixarenes developed by the McKervey group over the past two
decades, with emphasis on metal cation detection.
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Introduction
The calixarenes are a class of cyclooligomers formed via a phenol-formaldehyde condensation.
They exist in a ‘cup’ like shape with a defined upper and lower rim and a central annulus (see
Figure 1). Their rigid conformation enables calixarenes to act as host molecules as a result of
their preformed cavities. By functionally modifying either the upper and/or lower rims it is
possible to prepare various derivatives with differing selectivities for various guest ions and
small molecules. Calixarenes lend themselves well to many applications because of the
multiplicity of options for such structural elaboration.
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Figure 1. Cone conformation of a typical calix[4]arene.
For calixarenes to be used in ionselective electrode (ISE) and bulk optode sensing devices,
they must be immobilised into organic membranes (films/coatings) which are hydrophobic in
nature. Furthermore, if aqueous analysis is desired, the calixarenes must be water insoluble
otherwise immobilisation would be undermined by water dissolution of the ionophore from the
device. It is essential that the calixarenes used in this way be lipophilic with very low water
solubility.
McKervey and his group have carried out much research in the synthesis of new types of
calixarenes for various applications and some of this important work will be discussed in this
paper.
Calixarenes as electrochemical sensors
The McKervey group began work on calixarene synthesis back in the 1980s. Their first major
accomplishment in the field involved the modification of the lower rims of the tetra-, hexa- and
octa- calixarenes by the introduction of a series of acetate esters. The calixarene ester derivatives
were shown to have characteristics which make them attractive agents for use in potentiometric
ion sensors 1,2,3,4. These simple modifications were achieved in one step (see Scheme 1) and the
resulting calixarenes demonstrated outstanding selectivity for various cations. Calixarenes 1b-1e
displayed selectivity toward the sodium cation, with 1b being the most efficient. It was reasoned
that the presence of the t-butyl groups in the upper rim forced the calixarene into a permanent
cone conformation which allowed the esters to form the necessary cavity for coordination. The
hexamer esters showed less affinity toward the sodium cation but had affinities for potassium,
rubidium and caesium cations. Thus, the formation of a larger cavity allows for more efficient
binding of the larger metal cations. The octomer did not demonstrate much binding efficiencey
for most of the metal cations tested.
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Scheme 1. Preparation of calixarene esters.
Alkali ions
McKervey and Svelha had realised back in the late 1980s and early 1990s that calixarenes with
cation-complexing groups attached to the lower rim would posses the molecular requirements for
the type of ionophores used in ISEs 1,5. Tetramers (4 phenolic units) in the cone conformation
have been the most widely used calixarenes for this purpose. Calixarenes with oxygen donor
atoms turned out to be suitable for selectively binding alkali ions. Nitrophenol or azophenol
moieties on calix[4]arenes equipped with additional ester groups were found to be selective for
lithium 5. Many of these compounds found applications as optical sensors (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Tetraazophenol calix[4]arenes used in the detection of amines.
The calix[4]arene tetraesters have excellent selectivity for sodium 7 and McKervey has been
very active in this field 5,8,9,10,11. In 1994, McKervey et al reported on the complexing ability of
19 symmetrical, unsymmetrical and bridged calix[4]arene derivatives having ester, ketone,
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amide, amine and thioether functionalities 12. Four ionophores in particular gave excellent
selectivity and sensitivity and lifetimes of >200 days. The calix[4]arene tetra ethyl ester is now
available commercially for making sodium selective electrodes 13. Electrodes of this type are
used commonly in hospitals for measuring sodium in blood. McKervey has also developed
calixarene derivatives selective for potassium 14 and caesium 15,16. In 1996, McKervey reported
on the use of a hexameric calixarene for the selective binding of caesium and strontium 17. This
work demonstrated that the introduction of new coordinating functionalities into the lower rim of
a calixarene affects the binding affinities for metal cations, and that it is possible to manipulate
the various sized cavities to obtain desired selectivities.
Perhaps the next major achievement of the McKervey group in the area of calixarene
chemistry was the preparation of the phosphine oxide series of calixarenes 18,19,20. The synthetic
method used to make the phosphine oxides is outlined in Scheme 2. These compounds were
initially prepared to investigate the complexation of lanthanide and actinide ions that could be
applied in the extraction of radioactive elements from nuclear waste. What was interesting about
these compounds was their selectivity for calcium ions (specifically the tetramer 4) when
incorporated into ISEs. This ligand was found to selectively bind calcium over magnesium and
the alkali metal ions and to last effectively for at least seven weeks.
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of the phosphine oxide calixarenes. i) DIBAL/THF, ii) tosylCl/pyridine, iii)
PCl(Ph)2/Na, iv) peroxide.
In these, and most other calixarene derivatives, the groups attached to the phenoxy oxygen
atoms of the lower-rim are of the same type, and the binding sites are therefore more-or-less
evenly distributed in space. The McKervey group continued exploring structural modifications of
both the lower and upper rims of the calixarenes and became interested in calix[4]arene
derivatives in which the pendent groups are not the same. For example, receptors with the same
binding sites attached by different spacer groups at the opposite 1,3 and 2,4 positions would
result in a tetrahedral spatial distribution of sites, with different selectivity than the conventional
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tetraesters. The group developed new methods for the preparation of 1,3-disubstituted-tetra-tbutylcalix[4]arenes (see Figure 3) which allowed for the preparation of novel low symmetry
calix[4]arenes by the introduction of a different second functionality into the remaining 2,4positions of the lower rim. The development of an efficient synthesis to the 1,3-disubstituted
calix[4]arenes opened the door to the development of new and novel chromogenic and
fluorogenic receptors by the Shinkai and Kubo groups.
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Figure 3. 1,3-disubstituted-tetra-t-butylcalix[4]arene.
Heavy metal ions
The McKervey tetrameric calixarenes where nitrogen and sulphur were used in the coordination
centre were found to be selective for soft heavy metal ions such as silver 21, 22. Since this work,
other groups have tried to enhance this binding using further derivatisation 23,24. Electrodes based
on the hexamer derivative (calixarene 5) of the phosphine oxide series of derivatives (see
Scheme 2) were found to have excellent selectivity for lead ions 25. McKervey has also published
in the area of mercury, lead and copper ion recognition by anodic stripping voltammetry using
thioamide groups on a calixarene sleleton 26, 27.
Calixarenes as optical sensors
Optical transduction based sensors have been extensively investigated since the late 1980’s. The
optical transduction technique is an attractive alternative to electrochemical methods since there
is less noise pickup in signal transmission over long distances, and it is possible to analyse the
full spectrum with one probe instead of just one channel of electrochemical information as is the
case with electrochemical devices. The theoretical principles of optical sensors are very similar
to those used to define ISEs and membranes of similar (quite often identical) composition to that
of ISE membranes are used in optical sensors. The requirement for optical sensors to work is that
an optically responsive mechanism must be coupled to the ion-ligand complexation process e.g.
immobilising a dye (chromoionophore) in the membrane with the ligand. An advantage is that
there is no modification made to the ligand. The chromoionophore is usually an acid base
indicator and interacts with a reference ion which is normally a proton. The original selectivity is
usually observed although the pH of the dye can sometimes cause problems. Thus if sample pH
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is known (this value can be controlled by buffer) then the activity of the analyte ion can simply
be determined by an absorbance change in the sensor membrane. This class of optical sensor is
quite often referred to as a bulk optode. Alternatively, dyes can be attached directly to the
calixarene 28, 29. McKervey has been involved in the development of novel chromogenic
calixarene-based ligands for the optical detection of alkali ions 6,30,31 and has worked on the use
of calixarenes as optical sensors for gaseous ammonia detection in fish samples 32. The optical
detector was based on a calix[4]arene to which a nitrophenylazophenol chromophore is attached.
A shift occurs in the electronic spectrum when coordination of a specific metal ion takes place.
A propranolol amide derivative of p-allyl calix[4]arene was designed to behave as an optical
chiral sensor for distinguishing amines on the basis of their shape and chirality 33. This molecule
can discriminate between the enantiomers of phenylalaninol through the quenching of the
fluorescence emission in methanol.
Calixarenes as chiral recognition devices
One of the great problems faced by the pharmaceutical industry involves the quantitation of
undesirable enantiomers in drug raw material. Quite often only one enantiomer of a chiral
compound is actually a bioactive therapeutic. It is therefore essential that final product be
properly analysed for enantiomeric purity. Currently, this analysis involves chromatographic
methods based on chiral phase separations. Sensing devices, which can differentiate between
different enantiomers, would be a cheaper, easier way of carrying out this work.
The McKervey group in colaboration with the Diamond group have been involved in studies
carried out with (S)-di-napthylprolinolcalix[4]arene which has shown excellent chiral
discrimination between the enantiomers of phenylglycinol, phenylethylamine and norephedrine
34
. The mechanism of transduction in this example is based on the fluorescence quenching of the
napthylprolinol handles of the calixarene upon comlpexation with the R-enatiomer of
phenylglycinol. This calixarene has been successfully immobilised on a capillary wall used in
capillary electrophoresis showing very good resolution in the separation of the enatiomers of
phenylglycino 35. More recently, a fluorogenic calixarene derivative containing propranolol
moities on the lower rim, was capable of discriminating between the enantiomers of
phenylalaninol 33 (see Figure 4). It was also found that a significant enhancement in the observed
enantiomeric discrimination would occur on binding of the calixarene with potassium cation.
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Figure 4. Propranolol amide derivative of p-allylcalix[4]arene.
Calixarenes as solid phase extraction phases
McKervey has reported on the use of a calixarene hydroxamate derivative as a solid phase
extraction phase 36. The trace enrichment of copper, zinc and manganese from water samples
prior to ion chromatographic analysis was demonstrated.
Calixarenes as stationary phases
The chromatographic selectivity of silica bonded calix[4]arene tetraester stationary phases for
amino acid esters and alkali metal ions has led to McKervey using calixarenes as stationary
phases 37. Brindle et al characterised silica-bonded calixarene phases using 29Si and 13C solidstate NMR. This characterisation method provided direct evidence for the attachment of the
macrocyclic calixarenes to the silica 38.
Calixarenes as modifiers
McKervey and his group have been involved in chromatographic studies involving the use of
water-soluble sulphonated calixarenes in mobile phases to determine nitrophenol compounds by
HPLC 39. Sulphonated calixarenes are capable of forming host-guest complexes with various
cations and hence the selectivity of the separation is increased.
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